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constraints in order to reﬂect the stakeholders’ interests. To derive a model for the cloud resource allocation, we ﬁrst express
the problem using a linear programming approach. From this
background model, we build evolutionary algorithms based
on NSGA-II and NSGA-III. We have enhanced the NSGAIII genetic algorithm with a tabu search algorithm to respect
user constraints and objectives. The proposed algorithms are
compared with traditional algorithms such as Round Robin, a
constraint solver or the unmodiﬁed NSGA-II and NSGA-III.

Abstract—This paper presents a method of cloud resource
allocation designed to take into account both consumers and
providers’ interests. This comes in contrast to today’s providercentered models that subject users to more restrictive terms and
conditions. Both parties’ interests are computed in the form of
integer constraints. Costs and availability are embedded as key
objectives and performance criteria in the model. We propose
a hybrid resolution method based on an evolutionary algorithm
augmented with a tabu search and compare performance with
other resource allocation algorithms. The comparison results reveal the efﬁciency of the proposed hybrid evolutionary algorithms
for consumer and provider centric cloud resources allocation.
Index Terms—Cloud Computing; Efﬁcient resource allocation; Cloud Computing Modeling; Optimization; Genetic Algorithm;Tabu Search

II. R ELATED W ORK
User service requests (e.g. virtual machines or storage) can
be now handled by energy-saving algorithms [4] or costeffective algorithms [5] for a given platform while taking
into account capacity for each hypervisor (or Virtual Machine
Monitor, VMM). This state of the art does not provide
solutions that meet user needs like data protection and security.
In the existing literature, many authors address energy
savings in the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) context [6]
[7], business proﬁtability [8] [9], provider cost reduction [10]
and in some cases even service level agreements (SLAs) [11].
Some authors generalize the solutions through more general
modeling using resource description languages and special
resolutions [12].
In [13], the authors present a server consolidation (named
BtrPlace) using constraint programming. Each virtual machine
or server has associated constraints specifying the relationships
and dependencies between resources. This model, however,
does not include afﬁnity/anti-afﬁnity relationships between
cloud resources or services.
Authors in [14] use game theory to solve the resource
allocation problem by considering that multiple types of
resources should be shared fairly among users. They pack
complementary VM types in physical servers to improve their
usage. The problem is modeled as a ﬁnite extensive game.
Each resource-providing physical server is treated as a game
player aware of the utility information of other players. This
method applies if we want to ensure fairness across users but
deﬁnitely does not address the complex relationships that can
be found between providers and consumers.
In [15], the authors present a tool, ”Wrasse”, that can be
used in cloud environments to solve their speciﬁc allocation
problem. They provide an expressive speciﬁcation language

I. I NTRODUCTION
Advances in cloud computing and virtualization are making
cloud infrastructures and services provisioning and management easier and more ﬂexible. With virtualization, providers
can optimize the use of their resources and minimize cost by
reducing the number of servers to provide on demand and
pay per use end user services. The provisioning of containers
and physical resources acting as hosts of the virtual resources
is achieved through allocation algorithms [1] which optimize
resource consumption and reduce costs. Some other algorithms
also target consolidation of servers to further reduce costs and
increase revenues for the providers [2][3] that are in charge of
maintenance, system backups and resilience planning to reach
established service agreements with the consumers.
Typically, the state-of-the-art resource allocation algorithms
and provisioning systems are provider-centric probably due
to the use of highly complex algorithms considering just the
providers business objectives. The trend is also to ﬁnd either
exact or very good suboptimal solutions that can scale. Despite
these limitations and high complexity, we contend that both
the consumers and providers interests can be included into
the modeling and the optimization solution using evolutionary
algorithms known to be more suitable for multiple (often
opposed) objectives, multiple constraints and multiple criteria
optimization.
Our main goal here is to implement end-to-end automated
resource allocation within a cloud computing platform to meet
providers business interests and consumer or end user objectives. Our model consequently includes afﬁnity/anti-afﬁnity
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Fig. 1. Spine and Leaf Modern Architecture of datacenter

that remains, however, quite limited due to its initial implementation as a bin-packing problem. In addition, their
modeling does not allow deﬁning objectives, but only responds
with a solution that meets the constraints.
Similarly, scalable placement problems have been addressed
by several authors. In [16], authors present a load-balancing
algorithm that unfortunately makes no attempt to co-locate
the set of ressources on the same machine. Work of [17][18]
introduces efﬁcient placement of virtual machines on cloud
infrastructure with consideration of resource availability. These
placement strategies target improving the availability of some
resources, but neglect the availability of the whole services.

Fig. 2. Virtual resource allocation in IaaS

virtual resources with a focus on common or matching attributes on both layers; the virtual and physical layers. In this
paper, we focus on attributes such as CPU, RAM and disk for
each virtual and physical resource. In addition, our model can
be extended to other speciﬁc attributes to provider resources.
The values for the operating costs of resources are obtained
from the accounting department.
The user requests are translated into a virtual resource
topology connecting virtual machines in compliance with their
afﬁnity/anti-afﬁnity relationships. Since our goal is also to
reduce operating costs of the physical infrastructure (or the
IaaS platform), we use matrices to represent and manage
the involved multiple constraints and objectives. The use
of a matrix representation of operating costs, performance
objectives and constraints naturally leads to the use of a
constraint solver to achieve resource allocation. In summary,
we propose a method to reﬂect the users’ requests and their
interests and describe providers’ infrastructures in the form of
matrices to solve the user- and provider-aware cloud resource
allocation problem.
The concrete case that we want to solve is resource allocation problem within IaaS platform where users make
requests for virtual infrastructure services. Within the same
request, it is possible to have different types of services
such as CPU, memory, afﬁnity and anti-afﬁnity constraints.
Our scheduler is aware of the cloud platform status in real
time. Our idea is to directly include all requests within a
cyclic time window during the execution of the allocation
optimization process. We want to obtain a scalable model so as
to represent requests from both the users and provider. We seek
to optimize efﬁciency in data access and the representation of
afﬁnity/antiafﬁnity constraints. This way, the matrix solution
suits our needs in the most adaptive way.
Our algorithm solves the cloud resource allocation problem
using the users’ and providers’ layers with the objective of

III. M ODELING CLOUD RESOURCE ALLOCATION
As stated previously, a cloud computing platform offers
services to customers. This platform is installed on an infrastructure managed by a provider. This service provider
strives to meet the user requirements while ensuring delivery
of the provided services. Thanks to virtualization, a single
server can simultaneously run multiple virtual components,
each embedded in a virtual machine, as long as the total
amount of demands in resources does not exceed the server
capacity.
Our analysis and model are based on a very popular cloud
architecture which has proven to be successful in managing
both redundancy [19] and bandwidth [20]: the Core/LeafSpine distributed network architecture [21] as depicted in
Figure 1.
Figure 2 shows the composition of an IaaS-type cloud
computing system with its different layers. The virtual resources are assigned on hypervisors from the hardware layer.
Connections between resources like afﬁnity or anti-afﬁnity
constraints can be embedded in the allocation model.
In order to model the cloud resource allocation problem
taking into account the interests of the providers and the
consumers simultaneously, we need to call on appropriate
resource descriptors and attributes. This way, we can describe
the user request and hosting infrastructure and express the
constraints and user or consumer service level requirements.
These descriptors will help translate the user requirements
and provider business goals into variables and attributes for
optimization model variables, objectives and constraints. We
deﬁne and describe the provider resources and the requested
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system). This factor is described by the matrix of size m × h
of [Eq.3].

placing (as close to optimal as possible) the demands to
minimize cost, service unavailability and the need to migrate
or move resources in the infrastructures. Without loss of
generality we assign equal weights to these objectives, that
can otherwise be tuned and conﬁgured differently by the
stakeholders. The objectives are speciﬁed as follows:
• Usage and operating cost determines the full cost of an
infrastructure integrating consumer resources consumption induced cost and provider’s exploitation cost;
• Downtime cost represents the cost due to the unavailability of consumer resources;
• Migration cost represents the cost of migrating consumer resources through the reconﬁguration plan.
We identify ﬁve major relationships and constraints to describe
the user afﬁnity/anti-afﬁnity requirements between used requested resources and providers’ resources:
• Co-localization in same datacenter imposes the colocation user requested virtual resources in the same data
center;
• Co-localization on same server imposes placement of
the consumer virtual resources on the same server or
host;
• Separation in different datacenters splits consumer
resources onto different datacenters;
• Separation on different servers the consumer resources
can be hosted in the same data center but need to be
placed on different servers.
The description of the user resource requests and the provider
physical infrastructure through matrices is meant to be generic
enough so it can be reused and generalized to other types
of services. The resource allocation model is obtained by
deﬁning the user and provider resources as follows: the number
of provider data centers is noted g, the number of servers
deﬁned as m, the total amount of requested resources is
represented by n and the number of attributes by h. In our
model, the number of provider’s resource attributes equals
the number of consumer’s resource attributes. The mapping
is on identical attributes with respect to the demand. The
resource capacities (maximum available resource per node or
link) are also represented by two matrices. The ﬁrst matrix
[Eq. 1] represents the capacity of each attribute for the provider
resources.
Pjl
Pjl ∈ R+

1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ l ≤ h
m×h

Fjl
Fjl ∈ R+

1 ≤ k ≤ n, 1 ≤ l ≤ h
n × h

(3)

We note Xijk , a boolean variable, which is true when a
consumer resource k is hosted on a provider’s server j in
datacenter i. We deﬁne a provider resources capacity limit
that cannot be exceeded using [Eq.4]. This constraint includes
the virtual-to-physical resource consumption factor for each
requested resource type or attribute.
n


Ckl × Xijk ≤ Pjl Fjl , ∀l = 1...h, ∀i = 1...g

(4)

k=1

The allocation constraint is expressed via the sum of resources, allocated to all datacenters and servers, that has to be
equal to one. It enforces the allocation of resources of a user
request as indicated in [Eq. 5]:
n


Xijk = 1, ∀i = 1...g, ∀j = 1...m

(5)

k=1

To represent the operation expenditure of each provider resource, we introduce a vector in [Eq.6] whose elements are
costs representing the direct costs associated to the use of
a server: power, ﬂoor space, storage, and IT operations for
resource management.
Ej

1 ≤ j ≤ m,

Ej ∈ R+

(6)

In addition to operating expenditures, provider resources have
a usage cost for each hosted consumer resource. We use a
vector [Eq. 7] to express these usage costs.
Uj

1 ≤ j ≤ m,

Uj ∈ R+

(7)

Each attribute for each provider resource has a maximum load
before quality of service deterioration or degradation occurs
in the hosted virtual resources. We note LM
jl the maximum
loading before degradation and Ljl the current load on server j
for an attribute l. These servers have a current and a maximum
achievable quality of service Qjl and QM
jl respectively. This
level of service guarantee is noted CkQ and if it is not respected
the provider pays a downtime penalty (degradation, QoS or
SLA violation) deﬁned as a cost CkU . The service provider
must guarantee that there will be no interruption in service.
We deﬁne these load and quality of service matrices in [Eq.8]:

(1)

The second matrix [Eq.2] represents the capacity limit of each
attribute for the consumer resources.
Ckl
Ckl ∈ R+

1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ l ≤ h
m×h

LM
jl
Ljl
QM
jl
Qjl

(2)

0 ≤ LM
jl < 1
0 ≤ Ljl < 1
0 ≤ QM
jl < 1
0 ≤ Qjl < 1

(8)

All the variables and constants used in our model are listed
for easy reference in Table I.
The model is augmented with all the required relationships
and constraints expressed in the user requests and the valid
equalities and inequalities as related to the demand and hosting

The numbers of attributes for provider resources and consumer
resources should be the same for both types of resources (h =
h ). We also deﬁne a factor, reﬂecting the extra amount of a
physical resource required to produce a virtual resource (for
example real CPU spent for providing a virtual CPU in a given
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TABLE I
C LOUD RESOURCES ALLOCATION MODEL VARIABLES
G
M
N
H
Pjl
Ckl
Fjl
Xijk
Ljl
LM
jl
QM
jl
Qjl
CkQ
Ej
Uj
CkU
Mk

these two constraints by replacing the product with a variable
(Eq. 13).
g n
∀j = 1...m
k=1 Xijk = 1,
i=1
g
v
=
1
∀j
= 1...m
ijk
m n
i=1
(13)
g
X
=
1
ijk
k=1
i=1
j=1
g
m
Xijk = 1
i=1
j=1 vijk = 1

Provider substrate and requested resources
Set of available datacenters G = {1, ..., g}
Set of available servers M = {1, ..., m}
Set of requested resources N = {1, ..., n}
Set of available attributes for each resource H = {1, ..., h}
Capacities matrices
Capacity of provider resource j for attribute l
Capacity of requested resource k for attribute l
Capacity factor of attribute l on provider resource j
Mapping model
Boolean variable indicating whether requested resource k is
assigned to provider resource j in datacenter i
Quality of service matrices and vectors
Load of attribute l on provider resource j
Maximum load of attribute l on provider resource j
Maximum quality of service for attribute l on provider
resource j
Quality of service for attribute l on provider resource j
Quality of service guaranteed by the provider on consumer
resource k
Costs vectors
Operational expense for a provider resource j
Usage cost for each consumer resources hosted on a provider
resource j
Cost of downtime for a resource k
Migration cost of a consumer resource k

Then we use inequality constraints to linearize (Eq. 14).
n
vijk ≡ k=1 Xijk
Xijk ∈ {0, 1}
∀i, j, k
vijk ≤ X
ijk
n
(14)
vijk ≥ k=1 −(n − 1)
vijk ∈ {0, 1}
These constraints are not all used at once. It depends on the
user requests. All these relationships and constraints are implemented in our linear programming model to ﬁnd solutions to
the cloud resource allocation problem addressed in this work.
We solve the resource allocation problem according to usage
and exploitation costs, afﬁnity/anti-afﬁnity relations between
resources and required quality of service on the assigned cloud
computing resources. The approach takes into account multiple constraints, relationships and objectives but the multiple
objectives are aggregated in an overall objective function.
Since our optimization problem is similar to the multidimensional bin packing and the knapsack problems that have
been shown to be NP-Hard, our problem is also NP-Hard. The
multidimensional bin packing problem is a vector scheduling
problem with d dimensions proven to be NP-Hard in [22].
As our objective is to minimize costs, service interruptions
and reconﬁguration plan sizes, we introduce global objective
function [Eq. 15] to compute, namely the costs, the quality
of services of resources and the approximate evaluation of the
reconﬁguration plan sizes. Our resource allocation problem
can be summarized by lumping all the objective functions
with all the constraints and conditions into the following set
of equations:
n
m
Z = min[ j=1 Ej × Xijk + k=1 Uj × Xijk , ∀i=1...g
n
∀i=1...g
Q
+ k=1 CkU ( C jl
Q ) × Xijk , ∀j=1...m
∀l=1...h
k
n
∀i=1...g
t+1
t
+ k=1 (Xijk
− Xijk
)Mk , ∀j=1...m
]
(15)
Subject according to the request:

infrastructures. These constraints and valid conditions are
formally deﬁned in the sequel.
The co-localization in same datacenter constraint is expressed in [Eq.9]:
g 
n


Xijk = 1, ∀j = 1...m

(9)

i=1 k=1

The co-localization on same server constraint is achieved if
the sum of the products on the consumer allocated resources
meets [Eq.10]:
g 
m 
n

Xijk = 1
(10)
i=1 j=1 k=1

The separation in different datacenters constraint is an
extension of the previous constraint and involves summing
across all data centers as expressed in [Eq. 11]:
g 
n


Xijk = 1, ∀j = 1...m

n


(11)

i=1 k=1

n


The separation on different servers constraint involves summation across datacenters, servers and requested resources as
expressed in [Eq. 12]:
g 
m 
n


Xijk = 1

Ckl × Xijk ≤ Pjl Fjl , ∀l = 1...h, ∀i = 1...g

(16)

k=1

Xijk = 1, ∀i = 1...g, ∀j = 1...m

(17)

k=1
g 
n


(12)

Xijk = 1, ∀j = 1...m

(18)

i=1 k=1

i=1 j=1 k=1

g 
m 
n


The co-localization in same datacenter and co-localization on
same server constraints have a non-linear form. So we linearize

i=1 j=1 k=1
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Xijk = 1

(19)

g 
n


Xijk = 1, ∀j = 1...m

t+1
t
allocation Xijk
and the next allocation Xijk
provided by the
optimization process.

(20)

i=1 k=1
g 
m 
n


n


Xijk = 1

i=1 j=1 k=1

Ej × Xijk +

j=1

n


Uj × Xijk , ∀i=1...g

First, we address this optimization with the help of a Javabased constraint solver, Choco Solver [25], but would like to
stretch the optimization beyond such a constraint resolving
algorithm. Consequently we propose alternate solutions and
compare them with different algorithms including a Round
Robin [26] algorithm already tuned for cloud resource allocation where virtual machines can be allocated and sorted by
afﬁnity. Since we address an optimization involving multiple criteria, multiple constraints and multiple objectives, we
obviously turn to evolutionary algorithms well suited for the
purpose. We propose the use of NSGA-II [27] and NSGAIII [28] that we extend and improve with a tabu search
[29]. In this case, tabu search is a meta-heuristic that guides
a local heuristic search procedure to explore the solution
space beyond local optimality by moving virtual machines
on different servers. We improve NSGA-III with a constraint
checking process as described in Figure 3. Each constraint
(capacities constraint, afﬁnity and anti-afﬁnity constraints) is
checked during the evaluation process. We also include the
constraint solver (NSGA with constraint solver) previously
mentioned in the comparison.
We have considered using a classical mono-objective genetic algorithm because it is easier to apply a weighting
coefﬁcient on the objectives. In our use case, the Pareto
frontier need to be found completely. It is enough to ﬁnd the
one point on the Pareto frontier that ”is preferred” by decision
makers. Decision maker should not intervene in the decisionmaking process for full automation of the platform. In a singleobjective deﬁnition it a weighting coefﬁcient is easier to be
applied on the objectives since these preferences may change
over time.
In Table II we summarize the advantages and disadvantages
of existing algorithms. We focus on NSGA because it is the
only one capable of achieving scalability. We will improve
NSGA to ensure that this algorithm can take into account the
users’ requests and their constraints. The O symbol indicates
that we worked mainly on these three needs.

(22)

k=1

The second term [Eq.23] represents the costs of temporary service disruptions or penalties for quality of service
degradations or violations by the providers. On the basis
of performance assessments, authors [23] [24] prove with
empirical investigations that the quality of service of consumer
resources decreases exponentially with increasing workload in
provider resources. The total dowtime cost is the sum of each
downtime cost CkU on consumer resources k when the quality
of service guarantee CkQ is not respected.
n

k=1

CkU (

Qjl
CkQ

∀i=1...g

) × Xijk , ∀j=1...m
∀l=1...h

(26)

k=1

(21)

Clearly, we can solve the problem through an integer linear
programming approach using the model proposed to minimize
the costs and the costs of temporary service disruptions in
equation 15 subject to the constraints speciﬁed in equations
16 to 21.
The objective functions and the metrics are all converted
to an equivalent monetary cost so they can be aggregated
into a global objective function [Eq.15]. The ﬁrst term in
the objective function is the full cost calculation given by
[Eq.22]. This term comprises usage and exploitation costs. For
each provider resource, Ej is the exploitation cost of provider
resource j. For each consumer resource, variable Uk represents
the consumer resource consumption (usage) cost k.
m


∀i=1...g
t+1
t
(Xijk
− Xijk
)Mk , ∀j=1...m

(23)

We calculate the quality of service, using [Eq. 24], for each
attribute l on provider resource j. We note this variable as
Qjl . The quality of service as a function of load behaves
as a piecewise function where each provider resource has
a maximum load before deterioration LM
jl as reﬂected in
[Eq.24]:
⎧
⎨QM
if Ljl ≤ LM
jl
jl
LM
−L
(24)
Qjl =
jl
jl
⎩QM e 1−L
M
jl
if
L
>
L
jl
jl
jl

TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF ALLOCATION ALGORITHMS FOR CLOUD RESOURCE

The workload on provider resource j for a speciﬁc attribute l
is calculated [Eq.25] as the sum of the values of the attributes
of the resources located on the servers divided by the provider
resource capabilities.
n
Ckl × Xijk ∀i=1...g
∀j=1...m
(25)
Ljl = k=1
Pjl
∀l=1...h

Compliance
with
constraints
Resource Scalability
Compliance
with customer
requests
Control over
infrastructure

The last objective is the sum of the costs of implementing
the reconﬁguration plan [Eq.26] as expressed by the third
term of the aggregate objective function [Eq.15]. The size of
the reconﬁguration plan is an estimate based on the current
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Fig. 3. Various process of our modiﬁed NSGA algorithm

Fig. 4. NSGA-III enhanced with tabu search in reproduction process
1:

Since evolutionary algorithms can hardly handle strict constraints, we resort to methods known to address this weakness
such as:
• excluding the individuals that are not in line with the
constraints;
• ﬁxing faulty individuals through a repair process;
• preserving the correct individuals through special operators;
• modifying the search space and guiding the algorithm all
the way through (via hyperplanes).
In our work, we use the ﬁrst two methods to meet strict
constraints. Method 1, which excludes out-of-limit individuals,
reveals to be inefﬁcient because it excludes too many individuals. Method 2, which we adopt in our work, is designed to ﬁx
faulty individuals through an associated tabu search algorithm.
The repair process through a combined enhanced tabu search
and a genetic algorithm (NSGA-III) is described in Figure 4
and implemented through the repair function in Figure 5. We
attempted to use a constraint violation penalty for individuals
but this happened to lead to serious increases in response
times whereas our primary goal was to obtain a response in
a very short timeframe (<2mn). In some challenging cases,
the algorithm would result in no solution found yet even after
having computed for a whole week.
Figure 4 describes the repair process of individuals. If the
two selected parents do not respect users constraints, then they
are treated by the tabu search algorithm. Once repaired, they
can continue to evolve through crossover or mutation.
The repair process through tabu search is made possible
through the browsing of a list of potential hosts (servers) for
virtual machines (Figure 6) hosted on overloaded servers. The
repair process is launched whenever invalid individuals are
assessed. The ﬁxing method aims at making the individuals
compliant with the constraints. Every faulty gene found within
an individual is then processed and modiﬁed accordingly.
Each individual possesses chromosomes here standing for
virtual machines. Each gene stands for a server ID, indicating
where the virtual machine is hosted. To this end, we use SBX

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

procedure R EPAIR(I)
 I is an individual
serversError ← exceedingDetection(I)  we are
scanning for servers where constraints are exceeded
for i = numberOf V M () do
server ← getServerOf V M (I, i)
if server ∈ serversError then
I(i) ← f indN eighbour(I, i)
end if
end for
end procedure
Fig. 5. Tabu search for the repair process of NSGA individuals

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

procedure FIND N EIGHBOR(I, i)  i is an ID of a VM
for j = numberOf Server(I) do
if isV alidAllocation(i, j) then
return(j)
 We return a valid server
end if
end for
end procedure
Fig. 6. Finding the nearest valid neighbor

and PM standard. The repairing of individuals was integrated
through a tabu search. The tabu search is launched whenever
a chromosome goes out of the given constraint framework.
While using a Euclidian approach, we choose the solution that
is found closer to the ideal point where cost and rejection rate
are the next to naught.
IV. E VALUATIONS
We compare the optimization performance of our main
algorithm, NSGA-III with a Tabu search, to repair individuals
and genes and enhance performance for the joint users’ and
providers’ beneﬁt, with the following algorithms:
• Round Robin
• Constraint Programming
• unmodiﬁed NGSA-II
• unmodiﬁed NSGA-III
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Fig. 7. Average execution time performance comparison with few resources.
NSGA-III with Tabu Search is less efﬁcient on small problems

Fig. 8. Average execution time performance comparison with many resources.
NSGA-III with Tabu Search is scalable algorithm

NSGA-III with constraints solver
NSGA-III with Tabu search (our proposed solution)
We compare the algorithms in terms of : a) execution
time, b) user requests rejection rate, c) number of violated
constraints and d) incurred cost on the providers. All conditions, scenarios, requests and infrastructures are randomly
generated with parameter conﬁgurations that reﬂect typical
infrastructures sizes and cloud provider practices.
First, we compare the average computing (execution) time
for all algorithms for scenarios involving up to 800 servers
and 1600 virtual machines. These values reﬂect the typical
sizes that provider manage simultaneously as clusters or blocks
when relying on cloud stacks and managers such as OpenStack. Providers prefer handling several smaller platforms
instead of managing oversized infrastructures and installations.
The sizes taken into account in our performance and comparison, in the order of a thousand nodes, are sufﬁcient to build
an understanding of the relative performance of the algorithms
and enough to demonstrate that the NSGA-III with the Tabu
search provides the best overall tradeoff in optimization criteria, in compliance with user expressed constraints while taking
into account both the users and providers conﬂicting interests.
•

problem size. In order to assess the relative performance of
the algorithms and rank them, it is essential to look at these
results jointly and identify the algorithms with the best tradeoff
and/or balanced performance. Clearly the Round Robin and
constraint based programming algorithms are faster than the
evolutionary approaches as depicted in Figure 7. The evolutionary algorithms need to produce good genes by generating
new individuals and new populations and this is known to be a
time consuming process (making them 2 to 3 times slower; 5
seconds versus 1.5 seconds). They conduct deeper exploration
and exploitation to ﬁnd multiple feasible solutions. In Figure 8
we see that the constraint propagation algorithms, round robin
and NSGA-III improved with constraint propagation algorithm
doesn’t scale with the resolution time criterion. Unmodiﬁed
NSGA-II and NSGA-III, have a low response time, but do not
respect the constraints. We ﬁnd that the NSGA-3 algorithm
to obtain a solution in short time on problems where many
resources are requested.
This can be seen by analyzing the results of Figure 9
where the Round Robin and unmodiﬁed NSGA algorithms
reject many more requests than the evolutionary algorithms.
Rejection rate is deﬁned as the number of requests with
unviolated constraints divided by the total N number of users
requests to be processed in one case. The NSGA-III with the
Tabu Search, as proposed, outperforms all other algorithms
in terms of acceptance rate and is designed to generate the
largest revenues for the providers while meeting the interests
of both actors, consumers and providers. The unmodiﬁed
NGSA algorithms and the NSGA-III with the constraint solver
all improve the rejection rate but remain too weak to repair
genes and individuals of the NSGA-III that outperforms all
algorithms.
Figure 10 shows clearly that the weakness of the unmodiﬁed
evolutionary algorithms, NSGA-II and III, is the inability to
respect or meet constraints. All other algorithms did not violate
the constraints for the evaluated scenarios. Both NSGA-II and
III did not use all the resources to ﬁnd solutions while all
other algorithms used, all the provider resources (or servers),
to host the requests. Figure 10 shows only two types of bars
because there are only two algorithms (NSGA-II & NSGA-III)

•

Parameter
Value
populationSize
100
Number of evaluations
10000
sbx.rate
0.70
sbx.distributionIndex
15.00
pm.rate
0.20
pm.distributionIndex
15.00
TABLE III
NSGA II AND III SETTINGS

All the simulations are performed on a commercial off-theshelf, not particularly powerful, PC speciﬁcally an Intel NUC
with Intel Celeron 847 (1.1 GHz - 2 MB Cache) and 4GB
DDR3 RAM. The parameters used by NSGA-II and NSGAIII in the simulations and assessments are listed in Table III.
The results correspond to an averaged performance over 100
runs across all randomly generated scenarios.
Figures 7 through Figures 11 report the results of performance comparison of all evaluated algorithms for increasing
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Fig. 9. Rejection rate comparison with increasing problem size. NSGA-III
with Tabu Search is too close from the optimal solution
Fig. 11. Average cost induced by each algorithm for the providers. NSGA-III
with Tabu Search at higher costs than optimal albeit still reasonable

order to assess the performance improvements and possible
performance degradations for some criteria and achievable
tradeoffs of the NGSA-III with tabu search, we compare
the algorithm with other state-of-the-art algorithms, especially
when based on constraint programming.
Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms the other algorithms with marginal increase in execution
time and induced provider costs that are far outweighed
with the algorithm gains. The provided beneﬁts in increased
revenues for the provider are due to reduced rejection rates,
better resource usage and the ability to meet simultaneously
or jointly both users and providers’ interests. The approach
has also the advantage of easy integration of our twofold
objective unlike constraint programming, for example, where
the inclusion of multiple objectives happens to be complex and
hard to express and achieve. The combination of NSGA-III
with a tabu search that repairs genes and individuals produces
the desired beneﬁts, unlike unmodiﬁed evolutionary algorithms
such a NSGA-II and III and even NSGA-III with constraint
programming.
In future work, we may consider using a genetic algorithm
to handle plateform and ﬂow events (user requests, platform
failures, etc.). Moreover, we will need to create a normalized
and standardized metric on a cost per request basis to propose
a better solution in an effort to compare all algorithms in all
scenarios.

Fig. 10. Violation of constraints performance for increasing problem size.
NSGA-II and III generate constraints violations

that generate constraint violations
Finally, the results of Figure 11 conclude this performance
evaluation and comparison by reporting the cost induced on
the providers to host the consumer requests. We meant to discriminate the operating costs related to the infrastructure from
the platform usage costs. Clearly the unmodiﬁed evolutionary
algorithms incur high cost. The Constraint Programming, the
NSGA-III with constraint solver and the Tabu Search induce
the lowest cost penalty to the providers. This means that
the NSGA-III with tabu search accepts more requests while
maintaining provider hosting costs at levels similar to those
reached in constraint programming which conversely rejects a
greater number of demands (for which no penalty for rejection
is added, thus creating a misleading impression that this
method performs best).
In summary, the NSGA-III with tabu Search, our choice,
outperforms all other algorithms when all the criteria are taken
into account or jointly accounted for. Further, this proposed
algorithm scales better and handles multiple objectives and
constraints.
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